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OVERVIEW

Access: The collection is open under the rules and regulations of the NDSU Archives.

Provenance: Unknown.

Property rights: The NDSU Archives owns the property rights to this collection.

Copyrights: Copyrights to this collection is held by the NDSU Archives.

Citation: [Identification of item]. Fargo Building Association Records (SC 74), NDSU Archives, North Dakota State University, Fargo.

HISTORY


SCOPE AND CONTENT

Bound volume containing the handwritten constitution and bylaws of the Fargo Building Association as adopted April 9, 1880; various amendments (1880-1885); and new bylaws adopted March 9, 1886. The ledger also contains other data which likely is not connected with the association.
FOLDER LIST

Folder Content

Bound volume containing the handwritten constitution and bylaws of the Fargo Building Association as adopted April 9, 1880; various amendments (1880-1885); and new bylaws adopted March 9, 1886. The ledger also contains other data which likely is not connected with the association.
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